
Interactive Information 
and display systems  
H-Type with keypad

Our philosophy...

the right information
at the right time
at the right place

multitech provides the H-Type not only as an 
exclusive display system but also with interactive 
functionality. 
One version consists of a display, available in 
different sizes and with a numeric keypad for 
selecting various pages. All devices of the H-Type 
series and also most third-party products can be 
equipped with this tool. 

With the LCE-3 Digital Signage Software the 
relevant contents are prepared and assigned to the 
display(s). 

Characteristics of these systems are:

• instant information for the visitor
• self-explanatory queries
• easy programming by the user
• Up to 999 direct query criteria for visitors
• handicapped and child-friendly operation
• bacteria repellent keyboard (stainless steel)

Know where 
to go…



To transfer information from one or more workstations to 
different displays inside or outside a building, multitech 
developed the digital signage software LCE-3, which 
consists of a management software and a player software.

In order to create new content or administrate existing 
content, the management software needs to be installed on 
one or several Windows workstations and if desired on a 
server. The LCE-3 Player software is always delivered with 
the corresponding LCE-3 Player hardware. These compact 
computers ensure that the contents are displayed correctly. 

The simple and intuitive operation and the use of an 
interface to Microsoft PowerPoint allow efficient handling of 
the individual tools. In just a few steps you can create the 
desired contents and assign them to the selected displays. 

The LCE-3 software provides the possibility to assign 
numerical parameters to the individual contents for 
example, an overview page can be created on which the 
numbers of the subordinate pages are shown.  If a visitor 
now presses the corresponding number on the keyboard, 
the associated information appears on the display. This can 
be a single page or a whole series of pages. The return 
point and the return time can also be defined.

This system can be used for a vast number of applications:

Hotels:
Different languages; detailed information about the hotel, 
for the restaurant, for the spa area, for external service 
providers, guidance etc.

Banks:
Search for exchange rates, services, interest rates, opening 
hours, different languages, etc.

Business properties
Requesting detailed information on the individual renters, 
guidance, Trademark query, telephone numbers of 
employees etc.

Advertising
Requesting specific information about the advertisers on a 
display, special promotions, QR code etc.

Shopping Centre:
different languages, information about the individual shops, 
special occasions, guidance etc.

H-Type with LCE-3 Digital Signage Software
and interactive functions



The LCE-3 software can also be ordered without display, just with the compact plug & play player and 
a keyboard and connected to an existing monitor. Depending on your requirements you can buy, lease 
or rent these components. 

The system can be programmed 
by a single person, but also by 
different persons (or offices, 
departments or companies). 
Every section has the possibility 
to store its specific information 
directly and also to change it 
again. 

The keyboard itself is placed 
next to the device. Depending 
on the application, it can be 
ordered in different versions:

▪ Indoor or outdoor
▪ freestanding or as wall model
▪ directly attached to the 

display (H-Type)
▪ Outside at a shop window 

(screen behind the glass)
etc.

The screens can be installed in 
landscape or portrait format. 
The software will be able to 
control both orientations.

If desired, a visitor can use the 
keypad to connect to the person 
being searched by telephone or 
to trigger a visual call at the 
required location. Access doors 
or gates can also be opened.

H-Type with LCE-3 Digital Signage Software
principal structure 
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LCE-3 Digital Signage Software
Interactivity with the keyboard

Key no. 7 Key no. 0
or automatic return 
after a defined time

Key no. 71

Example city administration

By pressing button 7, the system switches to the "Social" page. If the buttons 7 & 1 are then 
pressed, the content will switch to the "Family" page. To return to the home page, either press 
the 0 (back) button or the system automatically returns to the home page after a certain time. 
The selected number is displayed briefly as feedback for the user.
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